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The Cambridge Humanist Catechism 

An Introduction to Humanist Thought 
 
 

A Script for 4 Voices 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Catechism’ 
 

A Catechism (derived from the Classical Greek for ‘teaching by word of mouth’) 
is a manual for oral instruction. It gives a summary of principles in the form of 
set questions put by the catechist and memorized answers by the catechumen. As 
a teaching tool, it has both a religious and a secular literary tradition: From 
instruction in Western Christian doctrine to Victorian engineering manuals, 
James Joyce and Ted Hughes. 

 
 
 

Dramatis Personae 
 
A Catechist 
B Catechumen 
C Humanist 
D Religious 
 
 
 
 
 

Cast of original performance on 27/10/2011, Cambridge Festival of Ideas: 
A – Paul Ewans;  B – Andrea Lorenz;  C – Art Blokland;  D – Julia Ewans  
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Section A 

 

A: What are we by nature? 

B: We are part of nature. We evolved to be one animal among many, yet one of a 
kind. Our nature is to be social, political, conjugal, mimetic and metaphysical. 
Some of these evolved traits we share with other animals; taken together, they 
make us uniquely human. 

A: What is our place in the Universe? 

B: It may be commonplace or it may be singular, there is no evidence either way. 
We simply are here: on a planet with a finite lifespan, a beginning and an end, 
just like our own lives. 

A: What is our purpose? 

B: There is no external purpose to our existence, if that is what you mean. But it 
has its own evolved aims: To replicate itself. To seek individual fulfilment and 
happiness in the one life we have. And to seek the collective advancement of 
humankind. 

 

***** 

D: And with one stroke, you make everybody look really small – was that the 
intention? 

C: If small, then at least tasty, if you think of David Hume's dictum: 

“The life of man is of no greater importance to the universe than 
that of an oyster.” 

B: That's just how it is. No particular reason that we are, no particular reason why 
we are here. You can call it chance, you can call it chemistry. 

D: I see where this is heading. According to you I can't call it planned. 

C: No, not externally planned. There is no agent other than chance, an incredibly 
long chain of cause and effect.  

B: Which could have taken a different fork in the road and we would not be sitting 
here. 

D: Sounds bleak. 

A: Only if you think of human beings as something apart from the rest of Nature. 
Albert Einstein has an interesting phrase; he talks about an optical illusion 
humans are prone to... 

C: I know the one you mean, I think: 
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“A human being is part of the whole, called by us 'Universe,' a 
part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his 
thoughts and feelings as something separated from the rest - a kind 
of optical delusion of his consciousness.  
 This delusion is a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our 
personal desires and to affection for a few persons nearest to us. 
Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening 
our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the 
whole nature in its beauty. 
 Nobody is able to achieve this completely, but the striving for 
such achievement is in itself a part of the liberation, and a 
foundation for inner security.” 

D: I can't say I feel this inner security coming on any time soon. I don't know, it 
just feels so – exposed. Unprotected. 

C: There is a great one-liner by the American actress and comedian Lily Tomlin 
that sums it up for me: 

“We are all in this together by ourselves” 

D: And as far as you are concerned, that is actually a good thing? 

C: Absolutely. With the small proviso that a “good philosopher should remind 
himself, now and then, that he is a particle pontificating on infinity.”  So say 
Ariel and Will Durant . And on the subject of who is allowed to pontificate... 
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Section B 

 

A: Do you believe in an external higher authority? 

B: No. I cannot believe without evidence, and I see no evidence that there is such 
an authority. Cultural transmission of belief in a higher authority for me does 
not constitute evidence. I accept that others may hold a different opinion; I 
equally claim the right to free inquiry and the right to draw my own conclusion. 

A: Do we not need a higher authority to guide our moral sense? 

B: No. We already possess a moral sense. It is built into our human nature, or we 
would not have arrived here. As social, interdependent animals we have a sense 
of morally responsible action that has allowed us to live together in ever larger 
groups. 

A: How can we decide what is morally right or wrong? 

B: We can and must decide on the basis of ordinary human reason what is right or 
wrong: Each and every one of us needs to to do so, on the basis of our own 
moral sense, our rationality and the collective knowledge of humankind. 

 

 

***** 

D: What sort of evidence for the existence of an external higher authority do you 
require? 

C: Evidence that can be put to the test, checked, repeated, predicted. Anecdotal 
verification of a higher being of some sort does not satisfy these criteria. And 
by the way, that discomfort goes back at least to the 5th Century, so it has a 
proud track record, beginning with Protagoras: 

“As to the gods, I have no means of knowing either that they exist 
or do not exist.” 

D: But why do you feel you have to make such a fuss about Religion? I think it is 
harmless enough. And useful in bringing order and self-discipline to chaos.  

A: Well, as Denis Diderot points out in the 1770s... 

“The philosopher has never killed any priests, whereas the priest 
has killed a great many philosophers.” 

D: I suppose religious Dogma has had a lot to answer for over the ages in the 
suppression of free inquiry, even I would admit that. 

C: And by the way, freedom of thought doesn't equal anarchy. There is that 
strange misconception that the godless must also be devoid of moral goodness. 
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In a humorous take on what it was like growing up in a decidedly atheist 
household, John Mortimer addresses that question in his autobiography: 

“Being an only child, I had every opportunity of observing my 
mother and father closely and I have to say that the absence in 
their lives of the ‘Grand Perhaps’ didn’t cause any deterioration 
in behaviour. 
 They didn’t, so far as I could see, take to drink or lovers; they 
didn’t, when invited out to dinner, pocket the spoons; nor did they 
defraud the Inland Revenue.” 

B: Sam Harris makes that exact same point in a more forceful manner: 

“The pervasive idea that religion is somehow the source of our 
deepest ethical intuitions is absurd. We no more get our sense that 
cruelty is wrong from the pages of the bible than we get our sense 
that two plus two equals four from the pages of a textbook of 
mathematics.” 

D: So you are bunch of atheists and secularists, I get it. 

C: Depends on whom you are talking to – to you we are a bunch of atheists, to 
God we may be the Loyal Opposition. 

B: You really were determined to get Woody Allen in somewhere, weren't you? 

C: Some stuff is too good to miss. 

A: We think there is more to Humanism than plain atheism and secularism. What 
distinguishes Humanism from other forms of secular philosophy is its rational 
approach to ethics. To quote Sam Harris once more,  

“A rational approach to ethics becomes possible once we realise 
that questions of right and wrong are really questions about the 
happiness and suffering of sentient creatures. If we are in a 
position to affect the happiness or suffering of others, we have 
ethical responsibilities towards them – and many of these 
responsibilities are so grave that they become matters of civil and 
criminal law [...]” 

D: And this rational approach is based on...?  

C: Based on studying human needs and human capabilities. 

D: Scientifically, you mean? 

C: If that's what you want to call it, yes. 

D: Here we go; I wondered when you were going to start on how great Science is! 
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Section C 

 

A: Do you believe in science? 

B: Do I believe in the scientific method, then yes: I believe in logic, in 
transparency and accountability. I believe science usually asks the right 
questions. That there may be questions as yet difficult to answer does not 
invalidate these questions. 

A: How do you decide whether science is correct? 

B: I decide on the basis of evidence in so far as I am able to judge it for myself. 
Otherwise, I rely on the judgement of experts in full acceptance of the fact that 
even expert knowledge is subject to review. 

A: What else do you consider a valid source of knowledge on human nature?  

B: The products of human creativity, such as the visual and performing arts, 
literature and music can tell us much about the nature of humans, as does the 
course of human history.  

 

 

***** 

D: How come you are happier using the verb “believe” with Science than with 
Religion? Aren't you just substituting one object of faith for another? And 
putting scientists up on a dangerous pedestal? 

A: No, I don't think that is what we Humanists are doing at all. There are two quite 
different types of belief at work here. One is based on faith, which is 
acceptance, trust, and even willing suspension of rationality. The other one, the 
belief in Science, is based on being able to check up on stuff. Diderot, once 
more, flagged that fundamental difference in a nicely ironic phrase: 

“If reason is a gift from heaven, and the same thing can be said of 
faith, then heaven has given us two incompatible and 
contradictory presents.” 

C: I think I would be prepared to go further than that and say with Adam 
Rutherford that Science has superseded Faith: 

“And that is science’s greatest strength: as a way of knowing. It’s and 
unending pathway towards knowledge and enlightenment about how 
stuff works. It’s a thought process based on observation, experiment-
ation, rational thinking and logic. There is no recourse to to jumping to 
conclusions or leaps in faith. There are dogmas in science, but they are 
always subject to change. 
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 When it’s wrong, it’s wrong, and we need to modify our 
preconceptions and develop a new and better way of tackling the 
problem. That’s why science is the best way of knowing now things truly 
are.  And as such it is a way of thinking that should have the effect of 
eroding faith.” 

D: So what you are saying is that Physics and Chemistry are it and that's where 
should all turn. 

C: No, not at all. It is not about the subject, it is how you go about studying it. 
That's why we prefer scientific method to science. People often misunderstand 
the latter. 

D: But surely there is a limit to what science can tell us. It may be good for 
chasing neutrinos, but it is of no help on ethics, for instance. 

B: No, I have to disagree with you there. In many ways, science is now addressing 
the complaint uttered by David Hume: 

“Human Nature is the only science of man; and yet it has been 
hitherto the most neglected.” 

 Neuroscience, biology, psychology are beginning to give us answers on why 
we Humans are as we are...and that has tremendous philosophical and ethical 
implications. 

C: Which, by the way, ties in nicely with the definition of Man as the “cause 
seeking creature” by Georg Christoph Lichtenberg. It turns out that our brains 
predispose us to look for a living agent behind events – but that doesn't mean 
there is one. 

D: You know what I am missing in all of this? A bit of warmth. It is like you lot 
look on the world as a giant lab. Does everything have to rationalized, 
analysed? Where do you make room for feeling? How about: 

 
“Up! Up! My friend and quit your books; 
Or surely you’ll grow double: 
Up! Up! My friend and clear your looks; 
Why all this toil and trouble? 

 [...] 

Books! ‘tis a dull and endless strife: 
Come, hear the woodland linnet, 
How sweet his music! On my life, 
There’s more of wisdom in it. 

 [...] 

Sweet is the lore which Nature brings, 
Our meddling intellect 
Mis-shapes the beauteous form of things: -  
We murder to dissect. 
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Enough of Science and of Art; 
Close up those barren leaves; 
Come forth and bring with you a heart 
That watches and receives.” 

C: Ok, I am not knocking Wordsworth, not even in a minor poem, but his basic 
premise is false. Intellect and emotion are not enemies; one complements the 
other. If anything, neuroscience is just beginning to explain how fundamental 
emotional welfare is to human existence. We dissect in order to understand 
how rational processes are underpinned by emotional forces. Far from 
murdering the beauty of the world, doesn’t that rather acknowledge how 
important it is to us humans? 

B: As we said earlier, the creative output of humans through the ages illustrates 
that we require emotional interaction with the world in order to flourish. From 
early rock paintings to Reggae, is both a source of knowledge on human needs 
and a source of pride – watch this space. 

D: Reggae! I am more a Taverner and Mozart person myself, but hey, in principle 
there is something we can agree on – at last... 

C: Hopefully there is something else we can all agree on in the following: 
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Section D 

 

A: What objectives and values should our actions be based on? 

B: To promote the welfare of humankind; to safeguard the future of the earth we 
live on; to pursue individual fulfilment; to enable the fulfilment of others by 
rational curtailment of selfish action, be it mine or somebody else's. 

A: Why did you choose these particular objectives and values? 

B: In a way, they chose us: We evolved to be what we are now because of shared 
values intrinsically built into human nature, because of our collective human 
aims as a species. 

A: Whom are we accountable to for our actions based on these objectives and 
values? 

B: To each other, individually and collectively. That is, we are accountable to our 
family and friends, our neighbours, our fellow humans in a broader sense and 
to future generations. 

 

 

***** 

D: That's all a bit vague, as far as I am concerned. And what do you mean by 
“built into human nature”? 

C: I'd like to draw on Charles Darwin to illustrate that. In ‘The Descent of Man’ 
he expresses the hope that... 

“As man advances in civilization, and small tribes are united into 
larger communities, the simplest reason would tell each individual 
that he ought to extend his social instincts and sympathies to all 
the members of the same nation, though personally unknown to 
him. This point being once reached, there is only an artificial 
barrier to prevent his sympathies extending to the men of all 
nations and races.” 

A: Those social instincts and sympathies are hard-wired into us by Evolution. And 
if we can come up with guiding principles of action – laws, if you like – that 
are based on those sympathies, then we act according to our Human Nature and 
its natural objectives. 

D: That still sounds very abstract to me. And ambiguous. Not to mention naïve; as 
if peace and harmony in everything were just around the corner. 
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A: Well, nobody is claiming that. I think we Humanists acknowledge that there are 
other drives at work in humans as well. But, as Peter Singer says, there is a 
striking overlap between values and fundamental instincts in many areas: 

“[...] A great deal of ethics fits very well with an evolutionary 
account of our evolved social nature. In some of the most central 
areas of ethical behaviour, our desires and our ethics are in 
harmony. In our life with our family and kin, and with our lovers, 
friends, partners and colleagues, very often self-interest and ethics 
will point in the same direction. By these means we can eliminate 
at least a part of the conflict between ethics and self-interest [...] 
We can choose to live ethically, and at the same time live in a 
manner that satisfies many of our most important needs as a 
human being.” 

D: So you are still relying on external barriers to self-interest.  

C: Yes, but as Humanists we say that these barriers are not abstract, externally 
mandated concepts, but follow on naturally from us individuals being part of a 
larger community. 

D: Your list of objectives, isn't that a tall order for anybody? The welfare of 
humankind? And you can just give me a recipe for how to achieve that? 

B: Not just like that, but at least parameters for how to come up with a recipe. You 
seem to assume that there are ready-made answers for Big Questions – and 
often we have to accept that they lead to more questions... 

C: A C Grayling has a passage in ‘The Good Book, A secular Bible’, on that, 
which I rather like...  

D: Secular Bible? 

A: Well, that's linguistic conditioning for you ... the work of a couple of millennia 
isn’t undone in a day. 

C: Anyway, it goes like this: 

“Shall we ask by what commandments should we live? Or might 
we better ask, each of ourselves: What kind of person should I be? 
The first question assumes that there is one right answer. The 
second question assumes that there are many right answers. If we 
ask how to answer the second question, we are answered in yet 
other questions: 
 What should you do when you see another suffering, or in 
need [...]? What causes are worthy, what world do you dream of 
[...]? There are many such questions, some already their own 
answer, some unanswerable. But when all the answers to all the 
questions are summed together, no one hears less than this: 
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 Love well, seek the good in all things, harm no others, think 
for yourself, take responsibility, respect nature, do your utmost to 
be informed, be kind, be courageous: at least, sincerely try.” 

D: What do you like about that exactly? The pomp and circumstance in language? 

C: Adds a nice flourish, wouldn’t you say? But seriously, what I like about the 
quote is that it acknowledges we are still searching for answers. And more 
importantly, that it emphasizes it is up to us as humans to come up with those 
answers. And yes, we can. 

D: And you bring others round to this way of thinking how exactly? 

A: We were coming to that. 
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Section E 

 

A: How would you set about achieving these objectives for everybody? 

B: I would promote the application of rationality, compassion and tolerance in all 
matters. I would ask that all human activity is made subordinate to the 
promotion of the welfare of humankind as a whole, rather than to external laws 
and creeds. 

A: What about conflicts of interest between individual objectives? 

B: This is why I support secular democracy and the rule of law. How we can be 
responsible stewards of the earth for future generations must override all other 
conflicting agendas that individuals or groups within society may have, be they 
cultural or economic. And I believe that secular democracies are best able to 
resolve such conflicts. 

A: What benefit do you hope to reap from all of this for yourself? 

B: I hope to obtain the satisfaction of leading a life that is fulfilling for myself yet 
responsible with respect to others. I hope to experience happiness and the 
knowledge that I have made the best possible use of the one life I have. 

 

 

***** 

D: Yes, but you can't claim that good civic behaviour is a Humanist invention. 

B: No, but if we want to maximise the chances of all humankind flourishing, then 
that throws up questions about how to arrange it, which, shall we say, mono-
concepts like religions don't have to worry about. 

D: Because? 

B: Because they can always get away with leaving an ‘outgroup’ of sorts in the 
cold and then washing their hands off them. Humanist ethics don't 
accommodate that opt-out luxury. 

C: If I can bring up Grayling once more: 

“When it was believed that heaven has the first call on everything 
of value to human existence, it was of relatively little importance 
to answer questions about what human beings are and what they 
need to flourish in the here and now.  
 As soon as attention is turned to this latter matter, a large 
number of deeply significant considerations come suddenly into 
view, about rights, justice, education, the proper organisation of 
society to serve the ends of human flourishing, and more – in the 
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ideal, all bent towards making the good human life possible in the 
natural course of a human lifetime, in this world, now.” 

D: And you think you have got that sorted? All by your little self? 

C: I am trying, we are trying, and that is the best one can do – and if we can turn 
Lily Tomlin's line on its head, we are all alone in this – but together. So 
collective is the way to go. 

A: Which doesn't mean it’s easy. And it doesn't mean that a Humanist has all the 
answers pat. One of my favourite passages from David Hume is one that 
acknowledges just how much uncertainty and faintheartedness comes with 
trying to answer any Big Questions at all. 

“Where am I or what? From which causes do I derive my 
existence and to what condition shall I return? Whose favour 
should I court and whose anger must I dread? I am confounded 
with all these questions and begin to fancy myself in the most 
deplorable condition imaginable [...]. 
 Most fortunately it happens then, since reason is incapable of 
dispelling all these clouds, Nature herself suffices to that purpose 
and cures me of this philosophical melancholy and delirium.  
 I dine, I play a game of backgammon, I converse and am 
merry with my friends; and when, after three or four hours 
amusement I would return to these speculations, they appear so 
cold and strained and ridiculous, that I cannot find it in my heart 
to enter into them any farther.” 

D: I'll drink to that; provided you Humanists are happy to stand this Godbotherer a 
drink? 

B: With pleasure – but let's hear whether any of these patient folks would like to 
ask a question of us Humanists first? 

 


